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ABSTRACT 
The set of scaled projections of a vector onto the column space of a matrix has 
recently been of interest to several authors. The aim of the present investigation is 
to obtain a detailed description of the geometry of this set. In our main result we 
show by construction that the set of scaled projections is the union of finitely many 
polytopes. The proof makes use of a theorem on the alternative. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
Let A E R”‘” be a matrix of full column rank, whose range we shall denote 
by R(A), and consider a vector b E R” \ R(A). Any vector y E R(A) may 
be viewed as the image of an oblique projection P of b onto R(A), i.e., there 
exists a projection matrix P such that 
R(P) = R(A) and b-y E N(P). 
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Here N(.) denotes the null space of a matrix. Recall (cf. Ben-Israel and 
Greville [3]) that every projector onto 72(A) admits the representation 
P = Pw = A(AT WA)-‘AT W, 
where W E Rmx” . is symmetric and positive definite. The point y = Pwb 
is then the solution of the minimization problem 
minimize ]] W’i2(b - y)]] subject to y E R(A). 
Consider the subset P of R(A) of the scaled projections of b given by 
P = {y = Pob ] D a positive diagonal matrix }. (1.1) 
Since A is injective, one may identify P with its pre-image, namely, the set 
X={X:AXEP}. 
Thus if y = Ax = Pnb E P, then x is the unique solution of the scaled least 
squares problem 
minimize ]]D”‘(b -Ax)]]. (1.2) 
For this reason we shall call the elements of X the scaled pseudosolutions 
of Ax = b. 
Recently Stewart [9] d iscovered the surprising fact that P is bounded 
and hence so is X. Actually, Stewart proved a stronger result, namely, that 
the set of all scaled projectors PO is uniformly bounded. Stewart derived 
an upper bound for the Euclidean norm of the elements of this set, which 
was subsequently shown to be sharp by O’Leary [B]. Independent of Stew- 
art’s work, Ben-Tal and Teboulle [5] have shown that X is a subset of the 
(bounded) convex polytope which is obtained from the solutions to all n x n 
nonsingular subsystems of Ax = b. Thus that P is bounded also follows 
from the results of Ben-Tal and Teboulle. To pay full credit, it must be 
mentioned that the key observation in [5] can already be found in an earlier 
paper of Berg [6], who for the first time, derived an explicit expression for 
the least squares solution to Ax = b as a convex combination of the vertices 
of the aforementioned polytope. Most recently, Ben-Israel [2], gave an in- 
terpretation for the coefficients which appear in this convex combination 
in terms of a generalized notion of volume. 
The abovementioned works suggest some interesting questions. The 
first is whether the closure of the set X of scaled pseudosolutions coincides 
with the polytope found by Ben-Tal and Teboulle. Since the answer to 
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this question turns out to be negative, then one can ask instead about the 
precise shape of X. The main purpose of this paper is to show that X is a 
union of finitely many polytopes, but that in general X is not convex. For 
the sake of convenience we shall develop most of our results in terms of 
P rather than X. This is justified because of the fact that A has full rank 
means that we can identify X with P. 
We now outline our paper. Some further necessary notations and pre- 
liminaries are presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we consider the special 
case when m = n + 1. Here we obtain a geometrical description of P in 
terms of a polyhedral cone and R(A). The general case is done in Section 
4. This situation turns out to be not as simple as in the previous case 
because we are forced to construct P in an inductive manner. It is here 
that we employ a theorem on the alternative. Some illustrative examples 
are given in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6 with remarks 
on non-scaled projectors. 
2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
Let D E RmXm be a positive diagonal matrix. Then the matrix 
Ar, := (ATDA)-lATD 
is a scaled pseudoinverse of A which satisfies the following identities 
AALA = A, ALAAL = At D’ 
see [3]. In case D = I, the scaled pseudoinverse reduces to the familiar 
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse At of A. Every scaled pseudoinverse AA 
induces a decomposition of the image space into 
R” = R(A) CD N(AA), N(A;) = N(AT D). (2.1) 
Associated with (2.1) is the scaled projector 
PD = A(ATDA)-lATD = AAL. 
Consider now any deletion of m -n rows of A which results in a nonsin- 
gular n x n submatrix Al. Let br E R” be the subvector obtained by deleting 
the corresponding components of b. Then the linear system Arx = br has 
a unique solution x*. Motivated by the result of Ben-Tal and Teboulle (see 
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below) we are led to call x* an extreme solution of Ax = b and, corre- 
spondingly, we call Ax* an extreme projection of b onto R(A). If a scaled 
pseudosolution x* to Ax = b fulfills at least one of the equations in the 
system, then we shall call x* a singular scaled pseudosolution and Ax* a 
singular scaled projection of b. A scaled projection which is not singular 
will be called a regular scaled projection. 
We are now ready to state the theorem of Ben-Tal and Teboulle [5, 
Corollary 2.11. 
THEOREM A Let2 be the set of extreme projections of b, and cow(A) 
its convex hull. Then P 2 conv(A). 
Note that there are at most (y) d’ff 1 erent extreme projections so that 
conv(A) is a polytope. 
We denote by ek, k = 1,. . . , m, the Cartesian coordinate vectors in R”. 
By sg(.) we denote the sign function with values -l,O, and 1 according to 
the sign of the argument. We shall reserve the bold letter s to represent 
an m-dimensional signature vector, that is, a vector with m entries whose 
values are taken from the set (-1, 0, 1). If all entries of s are nonzero, we 
shall call it a nonzero signature vector. With s = (~1,. , , , s,,,)~ we associate 
the possibly degenerated orthant in R” given by 
% := {y = 2 hdkek 1 xk > 0). 
k=l 
P-2) 
Note that for a nonzero signature vector s, Rs is a convex solid pointed 
polyhedral cone so that its closure Rs is a proper cone. For background 
material concerning the solvability of linear equations over cones see, e.g., 
Berman [4]. 
3. THECASEm=n+l 
In this section we inquire when P is a convex polytope. We shall show 
that such is the case when m = n + 1. 
Suppose then that m = n + 1, so that R.(A)I is spanned by the vector 
0 # (I - AA+)b =: u = (~1, . . ..u.J~. 
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Consider the orthant in R” given by 
fi : = (2 = 2 hk Sg(Uk) ek 1 hk > 0). 
k=l 
(3.1) 
We can use R to characterize P as follows: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A E R @+‘Jxn be of full column rank. Define 
y := b-R = {y=b-zIzEQ}. 
Then, P = Y n R(A) and 7 = conv(d), where, as before, A is the set of 
extreme projections of b. 
Proof. Let y E y n R(A) and set z := b - y. From the definition of y, 
there exist positive numbers xk, k = 1, . . . . m = n + 1, such that 
Z = 2 hk Sg(Uk) ek. 
k=l 
Define the diagonal matrix D = diag(dr, . . . . d,) by putting dk = luk 1 /hk if 
uk # 0 and dk = 1 otherwise. Then D is a positive diagonal matrix and 
ATDz = A*u = 0. 
Therefore, b = y + z is the decomposition of b into its components in R(A) 
and N(A*D). This means that y = Pob E P. 
Conversely, given y E P, there is a positive diagonal matrix D = 
diag(di, . . . . dm) which maps b - y into n/CA’). Hence there exists (Y E R 
such that 
D(b-y) = ou. (3.2) 
This yields 
y = b- 2 2 ukek. 
k=l 
It remains to show that Q is positive from which it would follow that y E 
Y n%?(A). Now 
b-y = b-AA+b+AA+b-y=u+y’, (3.3) 
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where y’ = AAtb - y E P.(A). Equations (3.2) and (3.3) and the definition 
of u imply that 
o < (b-y)rD(b- y) = (u+y')'au = +ii2. 
Hence a! is positive. It follows that P is the intersection of convex sets and 
thus itself a convex set. As the closure of P contains the intersections of 
the rays b + hek with R(A), we see that the closure of P coincides with 
the convex hull of the extreme projections of b onto R(A) and the proof is 
done. n 
We comment that the proposition shows that equality occurs in Theo- 
rem A when m = n + 1. We should further point out that there is a certain 
duality between the results of this section and a motivating example used 
by Ben-Israel, [2, pp. 88-891, in which he describes the solution of minimal 
norm of an underdetermined linear system with a single equation. Finally, 
note that P is a relatively open subset of R(A). It is open if and only if 
ok @ R(A), for all k = 1,. . . , m. 
4. THE GENERAL CASE m > n 
Suppose A E RmXn with m > n and b E R”. In this section we shall con- 
struct P in two steps. Firstly, using a theorem on the alternative, we shall 
characterize all regular scaled projections of b. Secondly, we shall use this 
characterization to construct inductively all remaining scaled projections 
of b. In the induction step we need to consider submatrices Ar of A that 
may eventually be rank deficient. It turns out that we can obtain all the 
results of this section with no explicit assumption on the rank of A. 
As before, let s be a signature vector in R”, and set 
-4s := (b - Ra) nR(A). 
We begin with the following observation. 
(4.1) 
LEMMA 2. The following holds true: either -An nP = 0 or ds n P = de. 
Moreover, provided that ds # 0, the latter is equivalent to the existence of a 
(nonzero) vector in RS n N(A*). 
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Proof: If A = 0, then assertion is evident. So suppose % # 0, and let 
y and y’ be in As, so that 
m 
y = b- hkskek and y’ = b - CCckskek 
k=l k=l 
with positive numbers xk and pk, k = 1,. . . , m. 
Now y E P if and only if there exists a positive diagonal matrix D = 
diag(dr, . . . . d,) E R”‘“’ and an m-dimensional vector u E N(Ar) such that 
D(b -y) = u. 
Next, let D’ = diag(dl 2, . . . . d,k). Then 
D’(b-y’) = D(b-y) = u EN(AT), 
showing that y’ E P if and only if y E P. Clearly, if da c P, then 
0 # u E N(A)r r- Ra. W 
We are now in a position to prove a certain generalization of Proposition 
1 for regular scaled projections. 
THEOREM 3. Let A E Rmxn, let s E R” be a nonzero signature vector, 
and define the set da as in (4.1). Then da c P if and only if da is a 
bounded set. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, da c P if and only if there exists a nonzero 
vector u E N(AT) n R s. According to a theorem on the alternative due to 
Ben-Israel [l] (see also [4, Theorem 4.4]), the existence of such a vector is 
equivalent to - 
R(A)nR, = (0). 
It remains to show that the latter condition is equivalent to the bound- 
edness of da. To this end let y E da and assume that there exists - 
0 # z E R(A) n 0.q This implies that y - cxz E da for every positive 
value of CY and hence _& is unbounded. Conversely, if da is unbounded, 
then there exists a sequence yk E da such that ]I yk)] + co as k -+ co. 
From the definition of da, for each yk there is a zk E fla such that 
(4.2) 
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The first term on the right hand side of this equality converges to zero 
so that the zk’s remain bounded as k -+ 00. Consequently there exists a 
subsequence 
- 
As the left hand side of equation (4.2) has norm 1, z # 0. The proof of the 
theorem is now complete. W 
Note that in the theorem no assumption is made on the rank of A. 
Although we have not yet considered singular scaled projections in P, the 
theorem implies that P is the union of finitely many polytopes. The reason 
for this lies in the following result: 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (2:) be a partitioning of the m x n matrix A and 
let (2) and (;i) be th e corresponding partitionings of the m-vectors b and 
y, respectively. Suppose y E R(A) and yz = b, then 
YEP if and only if y1 E PI, 
where PI is the set of scaled projections of bl onto ‘R(A1). 
Proof. y E P if and only if there exists an m x m positive diagonal 
matrix D = diag(Dr, 0s) partitioned in conformity with A such that 
0 = ATD(b-y) = A;Dl(bl -yl)+A;Dz(bz -yz) 
= A;Dl(bl -YI). 
The equivalence in the statement is now evident. W 
Proposition 4 shows that all scaled projections of P can be obtained 
by augmentations with respective components from b, if necessary, from 
regular scaled projections associated with a submatrix of A. Thus, the 
complete construction of P as a finite union of polytopes can be achieved 
by repeated use of Theorem 3 and Proposition 4. 
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5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
The first two of our following 4 x S-dimensional examples show that when 





b= ; . 
0 2 
In Figure 1 for each of the above examples we show the associated set 
X of the scaled pseudosolutions and not the set P of scaled projections. 
We do so for the sake of simplicity as it is easier to illustrate sets in R2 
rather than sets in R4. Notice that X is convex if and only if P is convex 
as A has full column rank. 
In the first plot X of Example 1 is the interior of the polygon bounded 
by the solid lines. The dotted lines correspond to singular scaled pseu- 
dosolutions which fulfill exactly one of the equations in the system. In the 
second example X consists of three parts: the interiors of the two poly- 
gons and, in addition, their joint vertex x* := (2,O)r. x* is an extreme 
solution to Ax = b fulfilling the second and fourth equations. Neverthe- 
less x* is a scaled pseudosolution of Ax = b associated with the positive 
diagonal matrix D = diag(I, 1,2,1). It may be instructive to note that 
x* # Atb = (20/11,2/11)r. 
The third example appears simple - P = (0,2) x (0,2) is even convex 
- but, for instance, if the last row is omitted, then the augmented set of 




Figure 1: X of Examples 1 (left), 2 (right), and 3 (bottom) 
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scaled projections is the open interval (0,2) on the rz-axis. This shows that 
on deleting one row the old and the new set of scaled projections need not 
have a point in common. 
6. CLOSING REMARKS 
We conclude this note with comments concerning the boundedness of gen- 
eral oblique projections of b onto R(A). Let W E Rmx” be symmetric and 
positive definite. As noted in the introduction, the associated projector is 
given by 
PW = A(AT WA)-rAT W. (6.1) 
Now W has a spectral decomposition as 
W = QhQT, 
where Q = [qr, . . . , a] is an orthogonal matrix of column eigenvectors and 
A is a positive diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Substituting the decomposi- 
tion into the definition of Pw in (6.1), we obtain 
pw = A(AT QAQTA)-lAT QRQT = QC(CT AC)-’ CT AQT, 
where C := QTA. Put d := QT b. Th en we see that QTPwb is contained in 
the set of all scaled projections of d onto R(C). It is now straightforward 
to ascertain that Pwb belongs to 
PO := {y = Pwb ] W = QTDQ, D a positive diagonal matrix, } 
which can be described in the same way as P on modifying all cones oc- 
curing in Sections 3 and 4 by replacing in their definitions, viz. (3.1) and 
(2.2), the Cartesian coordinates ok by gk, k = 1, . , m. 
Recall from the introduction that for every pair of vectors b E Rm 
and y E R(A) we can find a positive definite matrix W E Rmx” such that 
Pwb = y. Thus, in general, the set PQ will not be contained in conv(d) as is 
the situation in Theorem A. To illustrate this point consider the projectors 
PW as we vary the symmetric positive definite matrix W. Motivated by 
our discussion at the end of Section 3, PW b can become unbounded as an 
eigenvector gk of W nears the range of A. This observation serves to further 
elucidate the bound obtained by Stewart [9] and O’Leary [S]. Finally, we 
mention in passing (cf. Bjorck [7]), that in least squares problems which 
arise in linear statistical models, W represents the inverse of the associated 
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covariance matrix. Thus the statistical model assumes that random errors in 
the right hand side b are uncorrelated in the directions of the eigenvectors 
qk, k = l,..., m, of W, the variance being determined via the respective 
eigenvalues. 
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